Gas Shark
Low Profile
Gas-powered Scrubber
When you want an ultra
low profile, gas-powered,
scrubber for all those
‘awkward’ places, you can
rely on the legendary long
life and reliability of the
Polivac Gas Shark Mk II.

Best for:

Supermarkets
Commercial kitchens
Factories
Warehouses

		

Recommended
surfaces:

Vinyl
Terrazzo
Marble
Polished Concrete
Timber Floors

The Polivac
Conservation Cycle

O V E R

Y E A R S

Legendary
long life & reliability

Please see back for Features
and Technical Specifications.

On those big sites where range and coverage is important,
Gas Shark is the ideal machine for getting into those awkward
places - under shelves and low fixtures,
that ordinary machines can't reach.
Scrubs up looking good

Lower and longer than
Electric Shark

Base length: 71cms
Height including brush: 11cms
The Shark’s sturdy steel base is powdercoated to make it easier than ever to wipe
down – looks as good as it cleans!

So easy to control and adjust,
so much easier on you

The full wrap-around bumper completely
protects walls and fittings from accidental
impact …and the machine from scrapes
and scratches.
Non-marking too!

Key electric start - quick start!

Effort and fatigue are greatly reduced through
the Shark’s combination of ergonomic
handle, overall balance and fully height
adjustable with the ratchet lever to suit any
height Operator, the Shark makes awkward
area scrubbing or stripping a breeze.

Gas Shark fires up instantly to get you
started without any fuss.

Accurately track job times,
service intervals and gas use

Technical
Specifications
MODEL

Gas Shark

MOTOR

Honda 9.69 kw (13 hp)

BRUSH SPEED	 936 rpm
BRUSH	

50 cm Tynex

drive

Belt

dIMENSIONS

140cm x 50cm x 220cm

shipping
weight	

57 kg 		
(Including handle, brush or pad)

OPTIONAL

(i) Drive pads
(ii) 9kg Gas bottle

warranty	

2 years on motor.
1 year on parts 			

0-9999 hour meter easily monitors both
Operator and machine times.

Your Authorised Polivac Distributor:

Every Polivac product is backed
by a national and international
network, so you can be confident
of service, repairs or parts supply
being turned around ...fast!

You can rely on Polivac’s legendary long life and reliability!

49 Henderson Street
North Melbourne, Victoria
AUSTRALIA 3051
Telephone: (613) 9329 0700
Fax: (613) 9329 7707
Email: polivac@polivac.com.au

www.polivac.com.au
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Over 120 Distributors
in Australia, New Zealand
and worldwide

Increased productivity
through intelligent design

